
Curriculum Overview Year 5 and 6 Spring 2020 

 

 

English 
As readers we will be focussing on reading comprehension skills such as skimming and scanning, 

identifying main ideas and predicting events. We are going to enjoy a whole class read of 

Jacqueline Wilson’s ‘The Lottie Project’, which compares a modern day childhood to a Victorian 

one. 
 

As writers we will be developing our fiction and non-fiction writing through a variety of 

different genre (including biography/autobiography, diaries/ story writing and letter writing). 

The children will be looking at auto/biographies in order to write biographies about famous 

Victorians. They will also look at story and descriptive writing to develop use of adjectives and 

adverbs.  This develops into a study of significant older authors.  We will have a focus on texts 

from ‘Far From Home’ and ‘Spit Nolan’. 
 

We will follow the NC for spelling, looking at spelling rules, ways to remember spellings and 

learn spelling lists every week. Handwriting will be taught weekly.  
 

 

Art & Design 
We will initially focus on the art of Lowry and 

his depiction of the Industrial Revolution and 

‘Match Stick Men’. There will be a study of 

another famous Artist/ Designer-William 

Morris. Use of sketch books will be used to 

produce ideas for a repeating print pattern for 

a William Morris inspired wallpaper/fabric. As 

well paints will be used to produce printing.   

 

 

 

R.E.  

 

Exploring the lives of significant women in 

the Old Testament, followed by Who was 

Jesus? Who is Jesus? 

 

Our Value this term is LOVE. 

  

 
  

 

Mathematics 
  The children will access a daily maths lesson; including number work, shape, data handling and 

measures. Activities will include: number mastery and place value; decimals, percentages and 

their equivalence to fractions; mental addition and subtraction; written addition and 

subtraction; mental and written multiplication and division; geometry; properties of shapes; 

measurement; statistics; fractions, ratio and proportion. Year 6 will also begin their Maths 

Revision Programme. Numeracy teaching will include Arithmetic teaching and developing 

Reasoning skills across the maths curriculum. As part of the topic the children will look at a 

vast range of timelines going forwards and backwards. 

Design & Technology 
Weaving will be one of the technology areas to 
tie in the Cotton Mill industry. We will create 
our own mats such as those that would have 
been used in Victorian times e.g. rag 
rugs/crochet. Peg dolls and Bogey cart designs 
complete our DT projects. 

Geography/History 
There will be map work linked to our history 

topic of Victorian Hawkshaw. Looking at the 

‘now and then’ aspect. Also, we will focus on 

the changes in the locality during the 

Victorian times as this was such a significant 

change of times with the introduction of the 

Railways in the locality and the onset of the 

Cotton Mill industry. Our Topic will sit 

alongside our 150th year anniversary 

celebrations! 

Science 

 
Science teaching will focus on the topic of ‘Light’ followed by ‘Sound’ and ‘Forces’. 

 

We will look at how we see and hear. We will learn all about light reflection and 

refraction and investigate how prisms change a ray of light.  

 

During forces, we will study the work of Sir Isaac Newton, and measure force 

using a Newton Meter. We will discuss size of force and how forces act upon 

objects. 

 

As a class ( and school) we will celebrate British Science Week in March. 
 

Modern Languages 
German this Term will look firstly at New 

Year  in Germany followed by learning 

vocabulary linked to  

Music 
We will explore the language of Music.  We 

will learn the song-Match Stick Men. 

Following on from this and to fit with our 

Topic we will explore the music of the 

Victorian Music Halls. 
 

ICT 
Skills this term include ‘3D modelling, composing, 

animation and presenting data. E-safety will be 

reinforced during Safer Internet Day’. 

 
  

PE 
The main PE activities this Term will focus on 

handball, fitness and cross country.  

   

 


